“Ed Ruscha: Prints and Photographs” installation view. ©Ed Ruscha. Courtesy Gagosian Gallery. Photo: Robert McKeever.

in which words of certainty (“definite,”
“correct,” “true,” etc.) materialize against
raking grids that suggest colored light
refracted through a window. Collectively
titled That Is Right (1989), the lithographs
were produced at Hamilton Press in
Venice, Calif. Ed Hamilton was one of
many printers represented in the show;

Ruscha has worked with a stellar international roster of shops, including Tamarind, ULAE, Cirrus, Mixografia, Atelier
Crommelynck, Alecto, Crown Point
and Gemini, among others, a scope that
plays an important role in the works’ rich
material and technical diversity. It’s hard
to think of another artist who has worked

in so many major ateliers.
By 1999, Engberg’s catalogue raisonné had logged 374 prints of one sort
or another and 17 books, but many more
have appeared since. And that show did
not include photographs meant to be
viewed as such, rather than in books. At
Gagosian, the placement of groups of

Ed Ruscha, Tamarind Set (1975), three color lithographs, 76.2 x 55.9 cm each. Edition of 35. ©Ed Ruscha. Courtesy Gagosian Gallery.
Photo: Robert McKeever.
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photographs alongside prints allowed
a ready, enlightening, comparison; in
both, Ruscha eschews, as much as possible, overt human presence and extraneous detail. However, there is a difference.
One is always aware of the indexical
nature of the photograph—we are fairly
certain that a dinner party produced the
poignant leftovers in Joyce Wallace’s Automatic Table Arrangement (1962/2005). In
Roof Top Views (1961/2003) and Roof Top
Views 50 Years Later (2012), Ruscha shot
neighborhoods from the same angle a half
century apart; the photos were exhibited
one above the other, allowing us to peer
closely at the changes from one era to the
other. A cool early ’60s series of consumer
products (Spam, Sunmaid raisins, et al.)
feels downright nostalgic, given the sheer
plethora of today’s competing brands,
and gives us a sense of the epoch.
By contrast, the prints are dramatic
fictions. The four looming Standard station screenprints made between 1966 and
’69, with their raking perspectives and
rainbow skies, are downright mythic, a
sharp contrast to the banal gas stations
of the photographic series. Flies and ants
(screenprints again, 1972), though reproduced faithfully and to scale against fauxwoodgrain backdrops, are displayed in
gorgeous golden ambience for no apparent reason, spread out in an irregular allover scattering and producing a surreal
frisson. One sees Ruscha’s agency more
readily in the prints, where in the photographs his cool, almost passive witnessing is more the point. And of course, there
are those texts—signs, phrases, random
words—often with a punning humor
that arises from the signifying properties
of the words but also through how they
are formally deployed. The word “carp”
in Carp with Fly (lithograph, 1969) flops
around liquidly on its page; “news” in
News, Mews, Pews alludes to the tabloid
culture in London, where Ruscha made
the prints. The self-confident words in
That Is Right are spelled out in large capitals printed in a ghostly white ink that
seems to appear and disappear, undoing
certainty before our very eyes.
The sweep of time represented in the
show allows us to see, beyond the wittiness, a kind of melancholy. The generic
items—upholstery, tires, mufflers, parts—
denoted in signs on the topmost part of
the facades of blank buildings in the
Archi-Props series (1993/1997; all seven
lithos were present) are delivered in a delicate upper case that feels strangely obso44
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Ed Ruscha, Black Course of Empire (2005), lithograph, 45.7 x 38.1 cm. Edition of 35.
©Ed Ruscha. Courtesy Gagosian Gallery. Photo: Robert McKeever.

lete. This quality is made more explicit
later, when the same images appear under
the titles Brown Course of Empire and Black
Course of Empire (2005). From the start,
Ruscha showed the famous Hollywood
sign deteriorating, and more recently he
has blazoned giant words and abbreviations (“history kid,” “wks. mos. yrs.”) over
Western peaks lit by Technicolor sunsets.
It’s an ending, the close of a long meditation on the failure of American exceptionalism and the death of industry. “There’s
no job too small” reads a 1975 lithograph.
At the time it must have carried the whiff
of counterculture. Today, it seems downright prophetic.
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